Jack Bolton

The grants will be used for [exact use of grant], which are Don Joseph Deritis and [other donor]. After which he will begin his [new role or assignment].

The highlight of the ceremony [was the event or highlight]. The dance is being sponsored by all four classes, with the theme of the dance, "Start the new year right!"

The Ethics of Leadership

Discussion by Chaplain

Chaplain Ray presented a vivid "word picture" of the need for a solid moral framework, and a faith in God as a foundation for leadership. Particularly emphasized was the need for complete integrity of character and honesty to one's self as leadership requisites.

Tomawonas Pictures Can Still Be Taken

Plans are being made with the Camera Start at 6th Avenue and Proctor to have pictures for the Tamanawas taken that were not done because of the bad weather.

Pledges Send Neil Oldridge on Trip

The Sigma Nu pledges found an original answer to the problem of how to get a picture of their "hell week" tormentor last weekend. They sent him to Chicago. As a result, Oldridge was spirited aboard an eastbound airliner the morning of Jan. 24, with no luggage, money, or forwarding address. He arrived in Chicago Sunday afternoon, but when they said he was having a great time and the pledges would pay for his trip, they made the pledges pay for his action.

Two New Classes Offered at Night

Two new evening classes starting February 2 have been added to those previously announced by the college.

Student Body Will Elect Yell Staff in Spring

The election of cheer leaders and supporting officers for the Student Body during the ASCPS elections is the responsibility of the Junior Class in charge of the election.

The change was made with the hope that the Rally Committee constitution and procedure will become more established in support of the committee and the students.

Oldridge said during the long distance conversation that he would return whenever those who could scrape up enough money to make the pledges pay for his action.

Oldridge stayed at the Sigma Nu house during the Northwest University campus, located in the heart of Chicago. Previous arrangements had been made between the Sigma Nu fraternity house and the Northwest University campus.

Although missing out on the activities, Oldridge praised the Sigma Nu fraternity for their action. "Extensive festivals" were extended until four o'clock.

The election of cheer leaders and supporting officers for the Student Body during the ASCPS elections is the responsibility of the Junior Class in charge of the election. Although missing out on the activities, Oldridge praised the Sigma Nu fraternity for their action. Pledges would pay for his action.
To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

There seems to be some misinterpretation of my letter to the Trail of Jan. 10. The letter was written to express a feeling of no small importance to me and to those of my acquaintance.

Sincerely yours,

JOHN D. REGESTER.

Dean of the Faculty.

To the Editor:

Dear Sir:

In a recent edition of the Trail there was an article about the leadership qualities of executive officers. The article states that a person who shows leadership is a person who shows initiative in the performance of his duties.

I am a member of the junior class and I would like to express my opinion on this matter. I believe that leadership is not only about initiative, but also about the ability to inspire others to work together.

Sincerely yours,

C. CHARLES S. SMITH.

Turnouts Set For WAX Basketball

Turnouts for WAX basketball will begin today at noon and will be practices every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday noon during February.

A CPS team has been invited to participate in a basketball tournament at Western Washington College of Education, Feb. 21-22. All women students who are interested in participating in this event are invited to attend the tournament.

Commencement Ball Date Set for May 15

As announced from Page 1, this year's Commencement Ball will be held on May 15 at 9 p.m. The theme for the ball will be "A Night in Paris." All graduates and their guests are invited to attend.

Sincerely yours,

DENNIS CHADDECK.

By SALLY JO RIEFAIL

With a beard resembling Hemingway's and standing over six feet tall, Leroy Ostansky looks more like a great Scandinavian than the versatile, talented individual he is. Author, composer and member of the CPS music faculty, Dr. Ostansky is voluntarily giving his time this year to moderate the Freshman Convocation.

Dividing his talents between writing music and prose, he has composed over 200 musical works and has had several articles published in national magazines.

In his book, Ostansky has written:

"...the students of this generation have little in common with the historical and theoretical aspects of jazz; it gives an account of the men and music of the swing era. The "Modern" period includes bop, progressive jazz, and cool jazz. Important music of this period is Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, and others."

To the Editor:

Dr. Ostansky has received:

"...the students of this generation have little in common with the historical and theoretical aspects of jazz; it gives an account of the men and music of the swing era. The "Modern" period includes bop, progressive jazz, and cool jazz. Important music of this period is Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker, Miles Davis, and others."
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Merton Top Vikes 67-63 Elise Honored

Loggers Trounced Twice;
PLC, Central Turn Trick

The Loggers did it again. Two more "souls to Evergreen Conflagration" were given CPS a round of slig
honest without a hitch. The Loggers have now lost eight of their last 10 games. Friday night Central Washing
the Loggers before the district meet. The Loggers have won five straight. Fifty minutes after the first quarte
The Loggers were never able to draw close enough to threaten the contest's ending. With about two minutes
to come after the first quarter, CPS had 40, and Tom Dooley from Huntington had 22. Both teams came after

CPS had 90, and the Loggers were down by only 27.

Under New Management

The LUCKY LOGGERS

BY DOUG PERKINS

The minor sport scene, CPS basketball is bouncing on its last leg of the season. CPS has lost seven of its last eight starts. It is worrying about the 1954-55 edition of CPS basketball is "Tiny." The Loggers are in a deficit position in overall attendance at hoop games. If it was not for com
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Ostronsky's Interview

(Continued from Page 3)

reception for several of his musical works, including his "From the Grass Fire," which brought first prize from the National Music Club. Ranking high in the Academic Memorial concert which was used as the dedication of the C.P.A. Memorial Fieldhouse.

College Students Scared

Dr. Ostronsky's major grievance concerning the present situation in college is illustrated in the following paragraphs. College students are scared. They are afraid of not getting married, being called intellectuals, having opinions different from theirs, and frightening authorities.

Students are observed with a desire for security. If one is to be radical, active or live, he will do it in his college. Maybe the student of today is only interested in getting morning coffee as he can work in the afternoons to keep his car running. The American Dream has changed, something that a pursuit of adventure to an obsession to be nothing—a nothingness. Of course, the problem lies in the spirit of our times and the influence of American Hollywood and television. College students are too interested in cars, dates and television to do any substantial reading, studying and formulating opinions of their own.

Women Are Solution

The solution to this problem lies with women. Women are believed to be smarter than men, proved by the fact that female IQ is usually higher than that of males. Anyone who felt that the seemingly less intelligent women are accepted to all of the same universities should let the fellows know what they are doing. In the fights of the women, they would not quit school before they graduate to love men, and once they are married, they find they are interested in something other than a settled home, family, friends, bridge parties and lodge meetings. Life should be packed with activity and stimulation, not just at the age of 30.

The fellows are a dead issue, they cannot be aroused. They are satisfied with themselves because they cannot be aroused. They are satisfied with themselves because they expect. In the future, they should let the fellows know what they expect and end this deadly life.

GREEK ROW

By SHARON ROW

Sigmas Chi has named the following girls as candidates for 1958-59 Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. Milder Dymack and Lorin Royall; Chi Orenia Madora and Midge Mickelson; Delta Delta Delta—Don Davis, Phi Beta Pi—Johnny Cordson and Joan Platt; Plis 7—Betty Christian and Gail Poksol. Alpha Phi Martha Smith has announced her engagement to Darrell Fisher and also Leila Sims has announced her pinning to S. A. E. Dick Kimmam.

TAMPA 

`I UNDERSTAND THEY CALL YOU 'HOT LIPS'`

Social Calendar

The social calendar for February is as follows:

Feb. 4—Wednesday

CPS at UBC

Feb. 7—Saturday

Delta Delta/Delta Chapter Day

Feb. 12—Thursday

Vet's Dance

Feb. 15—Friday

Sigma Kappa—Betty Firestone

Feb. 21—Saturday

Sigma Nu—Little Firestone

Feb. 27—Friday

Junior Recital—Pius 7

Mar. 5—Saturday

Sigma Nu—Delta Delta Delta Party
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